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Monument Headquarter~s-White Sands
¯ THE WHITE SAHDS~A SHORT REVIEW " used as the Rio Grande Valley because of the problems

of water supply. Undoubtedly the white sands were i
by avoided by the wagonners because of the possibility . ID

Henry L. Jicha, Jr. of bogging down in the softer dunes as well as the
New Mexico Bureau of Mines & Mineral Resources easier going on the flats to the east and west. The ¯

earlier ranchers are said to have feared the encroach-
One of the mast striking features of the Tularosa Ba- ment of the sands over a wider area. Apparently they

sin is the large area of pure white gypsum sand dunes, were among the first to re cogn ze the migratory nature iI
This "gypsum sea" covers an area of about 270 square of the dunes. However° their estimates of the rate of
miles within the basin, and is associated with an area movement were undoubtedly exaggerated by their fears.
of almost half that extent̄  sufficiently gypsiferous to The hi’story of Indian raids, range wars, and outlaw
be termed "alkali flats," The gypsum sands extend depredations during the late 19th and early 20th cen-
for about 27 miles in a northeasterly direction, with turies has been a source for many interesting ,riven-
an average width of 10 miles, though at some places ture tales.
the dune area is considerably wider. Quartz sand dunes
covering more than 20 squat, miles form the northern With the advent¯of a more settled era° the white
part of the dune area. The quartz sand is slightly sands were recognized as a great natural wonder° not
gypsiferous. Because of the sparkling white color ira- only from the ¯standpoint of scenic beauty° but also
parted to the sands by the crystals of selenite which geologically. Nowhere in the world is there such a
compose them° these snow-like dunes are called "The large deposit of gypsum sand so beautifully displayed.
White Sands." These facts led Congress to establish in 1933 a Na-

tional Monument in the area with the purpose of setting
Historically, the Tularosa Basin is probably one of aside more than 200 square miles selected for scenic

the routes used for commerce by the early Spanish in- and geologic interest. The Monument includes Lake
habitants of the region, but certainly it was not as well Lucero0 a large play, salt lake which, as will later
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I
Richard ( 1932): Crystals of gypsum were formed by ing winds are westerly and the margin of the sands is
instantaneous crystallization from saturated waters moving slowly eastward,

t of Lake Lucero when the wind formed waves and
spray~ The source of the gypsum was erosion into the Flora end Fauna
lake.

The flora and fauna of the white sands make an in-
I Botkin.( 1933): An enormous deposit of large crystals teresting study in themselves~ Over 60 species of

was farmed in sediments over a long period of time~ plants grow in the white sands, but of these all but a

I the sands being a comparatively recent and rapidly few are restricted to the interdunal bays. However,

formed product resulting from wind erosion and weather- yuccas and several types of bushes and trees possess
the ability to grow longer roots when the dunes ad-ing of the materials of the dry lake bed. East of the

lake outliers of coarse wind~ blown crystals capped vance over them. Yuccas have been found with roots

i by vegetation show by their bedding that high dunes extending over 40 feet through the dune sands. Of

of this material recently existed in the region. (A these plants, the Yuccas are the only ones that can

penetrating~ though incomplete analysis~) survive disinterment. The others usually preserve
their root systems by binding the sand together into

Russell ( 1935): Similar to Darton, but agrees that some pillars of hardened gypsum which are left behind by
the advancing dunes (Fig~ 4). The adaptation of thesegypsum may have been brought into the basin by ero-

I plants to conditions so severe that the water they usesion from surrounding gypsiferous sediments,
js a saturated solution of calcium sulfate is remark-

As may be seen, Talmage and Wootton were the first able~

I to synthesize all the data at hand into a completely
logical explanation. Interestingly~ natural selection has left only pale

forms of mast animals to inhabit the white dunes. Es-

The Dunes pecially noteworthy are the colorations of the pocket

i mice which inhabit the area. They are white in the
The dunes of the white sands are typical of many dunes, reddish in the surrounding reddish-colored

barchan-type sand dunes in all parts of the world, hills and flats~ and almost black in the lava area to

j
The slip-off slope is steeper than that of most dunes the north~
of quartz sand however, because the gypsum crystals
are very angular and give the sands a steep angle of Economic Value

i
repose° The dunes may be as much as 50 feet high~

As may well be imaginedS the amount of gypsum in
but mast are smaller. They are cross-laminated in-

the Tularosa basin sediments and the white sands
ternally~ as seen in areas where the road has been cut

combined is staggering. Talmage and Wootton (1937)
across the margins of several dunes /Fig~, 3). These

have calculated that the white sands alone containi shifting sands lie on an essentially flat surface of
about 4.5 billion tons, based on an average thickness

cemented gypsum related to the water table. This sur-
of 15 feeta an areal extent of 270 square miles, "and 25

face is exposed at many places in long "bays" be-
cubic feet of gypsum per ton. The gypsum sand is

I tween the dunes. The marginal areas are covered by
about 96 percent pure. The total gypsum in the basin

sparse Vegetation (Fig. 2)~ but the central part 
is estimated as about 40 billion tons. In the whitethis gypsum sand sea supports no plant lifeo
sands proper, outside the National Monument alone,

I there is enough gypsum to supply the needs of the Un-
No systematic measurements have been made of ited States at the present rate of consumption for about

dune movements~ However, it is easy to see if one is 325 years. Unfortunately, thi s gypsum is not now of

i
present during and after a wind storm that some of the

economic value because of the distance to markets
dunes advance intermittently at the rate of 2 to 3 feet where it could not compete because of the high freight
in a period of several hours under special conditions,

rates° And indeed, if it were, it could not be exploited
The advance of one dune was measured at 240 feet in

because it is on a Federal reserve.I one year. But estimates of average movements are
given as 6 to 8 inches per year on the perimeter, where

Such is the story of the White Sands~ one of the
the dunes are more stabilized by vegetation~ and up-

world’s strangest and most spectacular deserts. "Here

I wards of 100 feet per year in the interior. The prevail-
is a unique bit of America. The loveliness of its white
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and green, the cleanliness of its vast expanse, and its way between the east and west borders of the state, 1
appeal to the lover of the unexplored mark it as an these mountains extend northward for 40 miles from a
area which attracts those discerning travelers who point about 40 miles north of the Texas border. The U
would see Nature’s masterpieces.~’ mountains are sharply asymmetrical and rise abruptly g

in two major steps to a mile above the Tularosa Basin
on the west. From the crest, the range slopes almost
¯ imperceptibly eastward to the Pecos River, 80 miles gREFERENCESCITED
away and about 6000 feet lower. Although the crest n
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INTRODUCTION The writer has worked intermittently in the escarp-
ment area of the Sacramento Mountains since 1947, and

The Sacramento Mount.iris form one of the major has mapped most of the western escarpment and part g

mountain masses in southern New Mexico. About mid- of the crest of therange at a scale of two inches equals mm

one mile. Geologic maps and e report will be published
¯ Division of Geological Science, California Insti- by the New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Re- []

tute of Technology. []
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